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THE TELEGRAM SHOWN ON PAGE 314 REVEALS THAT ALL THE $1
Silver Certification Series of 1935A R&S experimental paper notes were
released through the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank.  A penciled notation on
the back reads “Don’t break up” an obvious reference to a directive to

release all of them together, probably in a limited area, as quickly as possible.

The cryptic notes on this single scrap of paper found in the National
Archives yield more specific information about the issuance of these popular notes
than anything previously available in the numismatic literature.

The telegram came as part of the auction lot containing the note illustrated
here from a sale held several decades ago.  Recipient B. J. Lazar was the managing
director of the Cincinnati Branch of the Cleveland Federal Reserve Bank and a
prominent member of the Cincinnati Numismatic Association. We have not been
able to determine the identity of sender Lowe.

The note was reported to have been consigned by a Cincinnati collector with
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good connections to the Cincinnati Branch of the Cleveland Federal Reserve Bank.  It
is possible that Lazar was the consigner!

The telegram is dated July 12, 1944, and it appears from the past tense of the
message that the notes already had been released.  The July 12 date is entirely consis-
tent with information available from a BEP numbering division diary at the BEP
Historical Resource Center, which shows that the SC block was numbered from April
22, 1944, through June 24, 1944.  The special R and S notes were delivered to the
Treasury June 20th.

Those were heady days.  The D-day landings in Normandy on June 5th had
just taken place, opening the second front in the European theatre.  Eisenhower’s
Allied armies were licking their wounds, mopping up Caen, and marshaling for their
drive across France and beyond.  They had established a costly major beachhead, but
the battle for Europe had a long way to go, and everyone knew it and everyone was
anxious.

The big news in June and July was from the other side of the world.  Nimitz’s
thrust through the Mariana Islands in the central Pacific was in full swing.  His inva-
sion fleet, and the Marines and solders it carried, totaled a quarter million men, and
they were chewing their way across the crucial real estate needed to build the biggest
air bases the world would know.  The Mariana Islands of Saipan, Guam and Tinian
would host the airfields from which we would launch the horrific B29 bombing raids
over Japan.

The bitter battle for Saipan, June 15-July 9, had just been fought.  On the
first day alone, 20,000 Marines packed in shallow-draught landing craft clawed their
way across perilous corral reefs and were disgorged in three separate assault waves
onto the sandy beaches to gain a toehold, facing some 30,000 entrenched Japanese.
Three weeks later after they and many reserves had wrested that 42 square miles from
the defenders 3,500 Americans lay dead, 13,000 were wounded.  Only 600 of the
Japanese survived.

Telegram telling us where and
approximately when the R and
S experimentals were released.
(John Schwartz document)
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The invasion of Guam commenced July 20, and that grueling campaign
would wear on to August 10.  There 1,500 U.S. died along with 11,000 Japanese, but
we won back a bigger chunk of real estate.  This was American territory, spoils ceded
to us after the Spanish-American War of 1898, 225 square miles of it, half of it as flat
as an aircraft carrier.

The Tinian campaign ground on simultaneously from July 24 to August 1.
Tinian lay just a little more than three miles off the southwest coast of Saipan.  By the
time it was secured, 290 U.S. had died along with 9,000 Japanese defenders.  North
Field, which we would build there, would become the launching pad for the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bomb runs of August 6 and 9, 1945.

The Seabees began scratching out airfields on those islands before the killing
stopped.  By mid-1945, 800 B29 Superfortresses would rise twice a week from the
bases on the Mariana and swarm toward Japan 1,500 miles away.  So many were in the
air, they would divide into two streams so they could burn down two cities each night
they arrived.

The R and S notes were coursing through the veins of commerce in Chicago
during that summer.  People were using them to buy newspapers to keep up with the
war news, and getting silver coins as change.  You wonder if many even noticed the red
Rs and Ss, and if they did, did they particularly care enough to wonder what they rep-
resented.                                                                                                                                 �

June 12th, half a world away and a month before the release of the R and S experimentals, a pilot in a U.S. fighter plane looks
down on Saipan during the pre-invasion naval bombardment of the island defenses.  The Philippine Sea stretches to the hori-
zon toward the west, and the dots on the water under and to the right of the clouds are ships in the vast invasion fleet.  Smoke
rises from targets they are shelling on the island.  Twenty thousand Marines will hit the beaches in three days under withering
machine gun, artillery and mortar fire, but for now all they can do is shield their ears from the blasts of the big guns on their
ships and wait and sweat.  They gambled with Hawaii brown seals as they killed time during their agonizing wait.  (U. S.
National Archives photo)
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